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Enter into a racy world of tattoo art with these edgy, imaginative renditions of flowers, dragons,

skulls, hearts, wild animals, angels, and other creatures of fantasy and nature. Designed by an

accomplished tattoo artist who appeared on season five of the Spike TV show Ink MasterÂ®, the

full-page illustrations form a stunning array of images to color. Specially designed for experienced

colorists, Creative HavenÂ® coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic

fulfillment. Perforated pages are printed on one side only for easy removal and display.
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I really love tattoos so the book is automatically going to be pretty cool. However I was a little

dissapointed with some of the pages and found that I kind of do not like a bunch of pages in the

book that well. However, for how cheap it is it was worth the buy. I enjoy it quite a bit still.

This is a wonderful coloring book! I love the content and the paper is nice and crisp!I use primacolor

pencils, so if you're using markers, you may need to use a sheet of paper under to prevent

bleeding.The pages are nicely perforated too!!!!In my attached photo, I did the one on the left, and

my friend colored the roses on the right and we hung them on the fridge! :) As you can see, they are

great for any coloring "level". Not too complicated, but enough to keep my attention!!!!

Love some of the pages, but there are several that I cannot tell what they are. But the others are fun



to color. I took pics of some I colored and some I have not yet.

Sheets are thick enough and are one sided which means you can use markers/wet methods to paint

without the worry of destroying the design on the back of the page. Each page has cutting marks to

remove it from the book for easier coloring. Have been using it and enjoying it so far.

Coloring has always been a hobby of mine and I have fallen in love with Creative Haven's collection

of books.Pros:-Perforated sheets for easy removal-Designs are not super time

consuming-Wonderful QualityCons:-I would like to have more pages in a book

great book. sent this to my husband in prision and he absoluty loves it.

Best tattoo coloring book available! I've purchased several and this is my favorite. Beautiful images

created by a real tattoo artist. Not a single one that I wouldn't color. I used prismacolor premiere and

verithin. Planning on get some of the images tattooed on me.

I love these adult coloring books, I find them so therapeutic! A few of my friends had been wanting

them as well so I ended up getting a variety of them for my friends as well, this one specifically has

beautiful pictures and I just knew it fit one of my friends artistic personality so well as well as her

love for tattoos it was perfect and she absolutely loves it! She uses it and says its just so calming.
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